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Presenter
Presentation Notes
-The goal of this presentation is to summarize some of the environmental challenges in the Delaware River Basin that will result from, or at least be affected by, climate change.  -My focus is on water resources, since I represent the Partnership for the Delaware Estuary which is 1 of 28 congressionally approved National Estuary Programs.- I will only touch on some of the major issues, using a few examples.  
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http://delawareestuary.org/climate-change 

3 case 
studies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m mostly going to talk about results from the 2010 report and some subsequent findings.  In the estuary region of the lower DRB, we used three case studies for climate change effects and possible solutions.As an example water resource, we looked at drinking water for peopleAs an example habitat, we looked at coastal wetlandsAnd as an example living resource, we looked at shellfishPlease ask me questions later and check the back table and website for some of those other products.Our website is delawareestuary.org 
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Questions 

How will climate change here? 
 

How will changes impact resources? 
 

What are our options for making 
these resources more resilient? 

 

How do we prioritize tactics?  
 

What if we don’t take action? 
 (since every dollar is precious) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Our key questions were ….How will climate change here?How will changes impact resources?What are our options for making these resources more resilient?How do we prioritize tactics? What if we don’t take action?  (since every dollar is precious)
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How Will Climate Change? 

Temperature  
 
  More in ummer 

than in winter 
 
  Locked in for 

next 30 years 

 
 

 
 
 

Early 
Century 

Late 
Century 

Mid 
Century 

B1 

B1 

B1 

A2 

A2 

A2 

oC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Predictions serve as common group of “drivers” to workgroups considering vulnerabilities, impacts to future conditions.



How Will Climate Change? 

Temperature 
  
   

 
 
 
 

2025 

 
2060 

 
2100 

 

Oxygen in Water 
 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-To understand effects of climate change on local resources, we first needed to work with climate scientists to downscale global and Northeast regional models to get local basin-level predictions, and Dr. Ray Najjar from Penn State led this effort.- Some of the key predictions are that:Annual average temperatures will rise by several degrees (and have in fact risen over last 30 years).  This translates into many more extreme heat days in summer, and fewer freeze days in winter.  Please see the report for specifics.This will lead to many problems, for example even slightly higher temperatures hold less dissolved oxygen, which can lead to fish kills



Winter Temperature (Anomoly) Temp. has warmed 
1oC in the past 
century, mainly in 
past 30 yrs. 

http://delawareestuary.org/technical-report-delaware-estuary-basin 

State of the Estuary 2012 



Climate Momentum 

Difference between a rise of 2 versus 4 oC = 
difference between local versus mass extinction 
Critically important for the grandkids 
 
 
 

Mitigation 

Adaptation 
 No amount of mitigation will stem 1 oC rise 
over the next 25 years – we must adapt 
Critically important for us and the kids 
 
 

http://www.spur.org/sites/default/files/featured_project_imgs/climate_adaptation.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- At this point, it’s worth noting that mitigation for climate change through reductions of greenhouse gas emissions and other measures is vitally important for our long-term economic and ecological prospects.  - A 4 degree rise by 2100 is predicted to cause a mass extinction event, whereas if effective mitigation can cut that rise in half, impacts to plants and animals would be more localized.- But because of climate momentum, nothing we do will offset a 1 degree C rise in temperature over the next 20 years or so, and so we must plan for and deal with this. This is what we refer to as adaptation The same is true for most other predicted changes in climate conditions. As scientists, we separate the reality of changing climate conditions with the more politically charged issue of the causes of climate change.  - Education and adaptation planning for imminent changes is a moral obligation and should be not be politicized, in our view.



How Will Climate Change? 

Temperatures  
  

 
 
 
 

  Precipitation 
 

     7-9 % increase 
 

     More in winter than  
in summer 

 

     More heavy events 

 
 

 

Chester Creek, PA  
October 1, 2010 

 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Rainfall will also increase (and has been increasing), and this is expected to come in buckets during cooler times of the year, likely leading to more frequent extreme flood events, and less slow snowmelt runoff in spring. - 3 of the 6 biggest floods in the past 100 years have occurred here in the past 15 years.



 

Precip. has increased >10% 
 
Trend over past 30 years > 
5 times trend over last 100 
years 

State of the Estuary 2012 
Fall Precipitation (Anomoly) 

http://delawareestuary.org/technical-report-delaware-estuary-basin 



How Will Climate Change? 
Temperatures  
   

 
 
 
 

Precipitation 
   

 
 
 
 

Sea Level 
  0.7 - 1.5 m by 2100  
local rates >> global 

 
 

 
 

Salinity 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Sea levels are rising, but the rate of rise is expected to quicken.  This will bring more saltwater further up the estuary.  The rate of SLR in the mid-Atlantic will be higher than elsewhere in the world due to changing ocean currents, and made worse at the water’s edge by sinking of the land.



How Will Climate Change? 
Temperatures  
 
 

 
 
 

Precipitation 
 
 

 
 
 

Sea Level 
 
 

 
 
 

Salinity 
 
 

 
 

Growing Season 
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Presentation Notes
- There is less certainty about storms, but warmer, wetter conditions typically fuels more severe events.- Some plants and animals, and agriculture, could benefit from the longer growing season but the types that live here are changing and many species will not be able to shift their ranges



Emerging Threats 

Derecho 
6/29/12 

Hurricane 
8/30/11 

Chester Creek, PA  

 
 
 
 

Storm 
10/1/10 

Frequent Bigger Storms 
Heat Stress 
Flooding (amid Droughts) 
 
 

Hurricane Sandy 
10/29/12  

(lowest BP ever recorded) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




How Will Climate Change? 
Temperatures  
 
 

 
 
 

Precipitation 
 
 

 
 
 

Sea Level 
 
 

 
 
 

Salinity 
 
 

 
 

Growing 
 
 

 

Storms 
 

Hurricane Sandy (NASA) 
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Presentation Notes
- There is less certainty about storms, but warmer, wetter conditions typically fuels more severe events.- Some plants and animals, and agriculture, could benefit from the longer growing season but the types that live here are changing and many species will not be able to shift their ranges



Predictions > Vulnerability > Adaptation > Action 

Water  
Resource 

 

Habitat  
Resource 

 
 

Living 
Resource 

 

Drinking 
Water 

 
 
 
 
 

Bivalve 
Shellfish 

 
 
 
 
 

Coastal 
Wetlands 
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Drinking Water 
>16 million  people 
 

Philadelphia –  1.4 million  
 
Population growth  
of 83% by 2100 
 

95% used for power  
generation/industry  
 

Increasing demands  
   e.g. shale drilling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first example resource to examine as a case study is drinking water for people and water supplies for industry. Although the DRB is home to about 9 million people, the basin supplies drinking water to 16 million, because of diversions such as for NYC Still, most water taken from the basin is used for industry. With populations expected to almost double this century and added demands for industries such as gas drilling, expect tightening water supplies, despite the added precipitation



Drinking Water – Vulnerability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Water supplies are vulnerable to climate change for several reasons.  Much of our infrastructure is very old or is sitting near sea level.  NYC is already elevating their pumping stations by 20 feet, and we are not.   One of the factors we’re most interested in is sea level rise and the threat of saltwater getting near the drinking water intakes for Philadelphia and there are other issues with sourcewater, flooding and storms, etc



Drinking Water – Adaptation Options 

•  Infrastructure protection, upgrades 

•  New treatment & distribution system 

•  Storm water controls 

•  Source water protection 

•  Wastewater disinfection 

•  Increase river flow to offset saltwater 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The good news is that there are solutions to these issues, but they’ll cost money. Upgrading and elevating infrastructure will be necessary of course. But also, protection of sourcewater and habitats like forests and stream buffers will be equally critical, considering development pressures. The saltwater threat is significant and will will likely cause some of the biggest problems in the more distant future



Drinking Water Tough Questions 
 
• How can we maintain low salinity in the upper estuary?  
 
• Will more reservoirs be needed and where?  
 
• Where should infrastructure be protected? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, some tough questions will need to be addressed, such as how to increase water storage without degrading streams and rivers The saltwater intrusion issue may be very problematic since the cost of desalinization for millions of people would be staggering, if possible.



Predictions > Vulnerability > Adaptation > Action 
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Tidal Wetlands 



A Signature Trait of System 
 

Near Contiguous Band 
Diverse:   Freshwater Tidal Marshes 
     Brackish Marshes 
     Salt Marshes 
 
 

Nature’s Benefits 
 Flood Protection 
 Water Quality  
 Fish and Wildlife 
 Natural Areas 
 Carbon Sequestration 
 

Tidal Wetlands  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidal wetlands in our system are diverse, following the wide salinity gradient, ranging from fw tidal in the north to full salt marshes and salt brines in the southern areas.Due to their sheer vastness, combined with the backdrop of industry and major water quality challenges, many scientists consider these marshes to be our system’s kidneys or lungsLike all tidal marshes, these provide important benefits to people, we refer to these as ecological services.  Concerns, like in the Gulf, see level rise, combined with land subsidence and possibly increased storms, are seen as a major threatThere is a lot of interest at this time in the state of our sediments budgets, wetland condition, and marsh die back 
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2012 State of the Estuary Report 
Rapid loss of acreage and degraded wetland health 

Losing an acre per day 
 

Most are stressed 
 

http://delawareestuary.org/technical-report-delaware-estuary-basin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But despite federal and state protections, we continue to lose wetlands at an alarming clip. We lost more than 3,000 acres in the most recent decade, as judged by our new state of the estuary report. Most of the remaining marshes are at least moderately stressed as well, which lowers their ability to provide benefits for people.  This pie chart is for PA tidal wetlands



Two Decline Patterns 

> 1 m per year edge loss 

Edge Erosion (Horizontal)  Interior Drowning (Vertical) 

White = new 
open water 

Source: Riter and Kearney 2009 



Erosion (Horizontal Loss) 

Accretion 

Erosion 

Source: MACWA 2014 Annual Report (draft) 



Courtesy, Jeff Gebert ACOE 

Maurice River Mouth 

1848 2006 1890 

Interior Drowning 

Edge Retreat 



Why are Wetlands Disappearing? 

Many Stressors, variable from place to place 

• Sea Level Rise 
• Hydrology alterations  
• Sediment management 
• Mosquito ditching 
• Nutrient loadings 
• Fill, Point sources 
• Marine debris 
• Development 

Substrate Softness 



Coastal Wetland Vulnerability 
Freshwater Tidal Marshes  

•  Salinity Rise 
•  Barriers to Landward Migration 
•  Tidal Range 

Salt Marshes 

•  Sea Level Rise 
•  Storms and Wind Wave Erosion 
•  Barriers to Landward Migration 
 

DK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate changes threatens coastal wetlands in different ways in different places.   Sea level rise and saltwater increases will poison the fw tidal marshes. Salt marshes in the lower system are being eroded by higher sea level, and they might also be impaired because of dredging which could be depriving them of river-borne sediments that are needed to build elevation.



Future Scenarios are Worrisome 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Coastal wetlands are a hallmark feature of Mid-Atlantic landscape, with more stacked ecosystem services than any other habitat But despite federal and state protections, we continue to lose wetlands at an alarming clip.  Plus, most remaining marshes are in compromised health, which affects functions and ecoservices like flood protection Future scenarios are worrisome because trends of loss and degradation are expected to increase due to tipping points in response to SLR rate changes



Tidal marshes 
need to move: 

 
1) horizontally 
(landward)  
 

        and/or 
  
2) vertically  
    (to keep pace) 

 

Titus and Wang, 2008          
http://maps.risingsea.net/New_Jersey.html 

http://maps.risingsea.net/New_Jersey.html


2000 

2000 2100 

Massive loss of tidal wetlands  
     Coastal Wetlands - Future 

•  Conversion of >40,000 acres Uplands to Wetlands 
•  Conversion of >100,000 acres Wetlands to Water 
•  Loss of Benefits >> Acreage Losses 

DK 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Models of future conditions suggest that a minimum of 25% of our 150,000+ acres of coastal wetlands will be lost this century, likely much higher than 50%.  If we lose half of these marshes, how will this affect flood protection?  How will this affect pollutant concentrations – will we need to set more stringent controls on industry just to stay the course, because of the lost benefits that marshes provide in absorbing them? These marshes are the most productive of our natural habitats, so no replacement habitat will come close to growing as much fish and shellfish



Coastal Wetlands: a NEP Priority 



Coastal Wetlands – Adaptation Options 

•  Living shorelines 

•  Buffers 

•  Sediment mgt 

•  Structure setbacks 

• River flow 

• Monitoring ! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Again, the good news is that there are many things we can do to sustain our coastal wetlands. We can continue to protect them and get more serious about enforcement of current laws.  But that will not stem the losses because of climate change – we’ll need to make investments to do that. Living shorelines can help stabilize erosion, for example.  Beneficial use of dredge material might also help them build elevation and keep pace with sea level rise. But there is no substantial funding to do any of these things here, at present. Since we won’t be able to save them all, tough choices will need to be made, and some areas will certainly be subject to strategic retreat.



The Mid-Atlantic Coastal Wetland Assessment 
Integrated monitoring of tidal wetlands for  
water quality, habitat management, and  
climate/restoration planning 

 
 

 
 

 

Remote  
Sensing 

Ground- 
Truthing 

Intensive  
Studies 

Station  
Monitoring 

                              
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- To address these questions, it needs to start with sustained monitoring. Monitoring gets little support traditionally, but is more critical than ever For coastal wetlands, we designed MACWA in 2007 and have been working to implement ever since, to fill a vital monitoring need. No time to review MACWA; suffice to say it is a multi-level, linked program whereby remote sensing data is ground-truthed with efficient rapid measures, yielding additional info on stressor-response relationships in different areas.- Then, intensive studies and monitoring at fixed stations helps to answer questions about why changes occur, or how to adapt management and restoration efforts to maximize wetland survival and ecosystem services. 



What tactics can be used to stem losses? 

 Many options now exist: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance monitoring can be linked to MACWA 



April 2010 
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Presentation Notes
Reminder of what we have done to examine these options



May 2010 
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Presentation Notes
Reminder of what we have done to examine these options



June 2010 
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Presentation Notes
Reminder of what we have done to examine these options



June 2011 
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Presentation Notes
Reminder of what we have done to examine these options



June 2011 November 2012 (after Hurricane Sandy) 

DelawareEstuary.org 
 

• Practitioners Guide 
 

• Outreach Products 
 

• Potential Project 
Inventory (DE, NJ) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reminder of what we have done to examine these options



Post-Sandy Lessons 
Flooding and storm damage was lower adjacent to 
protective coastal wetlands and dunes 

Nearby destruction with 
hard infrastructure 

PDE-Rutgers Living 
Shoreline undamaged 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what did we learn from Sandy?Not just us, but federal and state agencies and the public all reported seeing that damages were reduced in areas that were near coastal wetlandsIn much the same way that dunes protect ocean and bayfront properties, wetlands afforded protection on the back bays which actually suffered more flood damages than the beachfronts.  



The Delaware Estuary Living Shoreline Initiative 

Since 2007: 

Regional Planning 

Tactics R&D 

Demo Projects 

Monitoring  

Coordination 

Outreach 



DELSI - 2014 

Mispillion Hybrid Lewes Canal 

Indian River Inlet Money Island 



The Delaware Estuary Living Shoreline Initiative 

January 2015 

Sept 2014 

Mispillion Hybrid  



Next Gen Living Shorelines – 2015-2017 

Money Island Marina 



Next Gen Living Shorelines – 2015-2017 

Camden 
 
Habitat 
Mosaic 
Design 



Coastal Wetlands – Adaptation Options 

•  Living shorelines 

•  Buffers 

•  Sediment management 

•  Structure Setbacks 

•  Strategic Retreat 

•  Protect river flow to offset saltwater 

 
 

Wetland Tough Choices 
 
• Where will they erode or drown? 
• Where can we save them ? 
• Where is strategic retreat the best option? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Again, the good news is that there are many things we can do to sustain our coastal wetlands. We can continue to protect them and get more serious about enforcement of current laws.  But that will not stem the losses because of climate change – we’ll need to make investments to do that. Living shorelines can help stabilize erosion, for example.  Beneficial use of dredge material might also help them build elevation and keep pace with sea level rise. But there is no substantial funding to do any of these things here, at present. Since we won’t be able to save them all, tough choices will need to be made, and some areas will certainly be subject to strategic retreat.



Predictions > Vulnerability > Adaptation > Action 
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Bivalves of the Delaware 

Crassostrea virginica 

Elliptio complanata 

Geukensia demissa 

11 Other Species of 
Freshwater Unionid 
Mussels 

Mya arenaria 

Rangia cuneata 

Corbicula fluminea 

Mytilus edulis 

Ensis directus 

Mercenaria 
mercenaria 
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Susquehanna 

Delaware Bay Oysters 

Crassostrea virginica 

Brandywine River, PA 

Geukensia demissa 

Delaware Estuary Marsh mussels 

Elliptio complanata 

Delaware Freshwater Mussels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s contrast an example non-tidal, intertidal and tidal species, picking examples of ecologically significant ones potentially capable of processing large water volumes…
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Crassostrea virginica 

Landings Data 

Rutgers Data (Powell, 2003) 



Bivalves – Issues 

Oyster Disease 
and Salinity 

www.livingclassrooms.org/lbo/dermo/oyster2.jpg  

Susan Ford, 
Rutgers 
HSRL 

Rutgers HSRL 



Oysters 
Present Population: 
~ 2 billion oysters 
 
Commercial Fishery 
 
 

Challenges: 
 

• Disease 
• Industry Tradeoffs 
• Human Health Mgt 
• Climate Change  
           salinity  
             suitable bottom 
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Bivalve Projections – Oysters 
Can they be maintained until they might see better conditions? 



Ribbed Mussels in 
Salt Marshes 

Tidal creeks 



Bivalve Projections – Ribbed Mussels 
Losing Marsh Habitat 

Losing an acre per day 



Freshwater Mussels 

Highest 
Biodiversity is in  
North America 

~300 species 
 
Streams, rivers, 
lakes, tidal fresh  
 



Elegant Life 
History  
use fish  
to reproduce 
 
Long –Lived  
 30-100 years 
  like old growth    
  trees in streams 
 

Freshwater Mussels 

Source: PDE Mussel Guide: 
http://delawareestuary.org
/freshwater-mussels 



Freshwater Mussels of the Lower Delaware River 

Ligumia nasuta 

Lampsilis cariosa 

Strophitus undulata Leptodea ochracea 
Anodonta implicata 

Elliptio complanata 

Pyganodon cataracta 

Downloadable Field Guide: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/delawareestuary/p
df/Restoration/Volunteer%20Guidebook.pdf 



Source: The Nature Conservancy 2007 



  
Scientific Name Scientific Name DE NJ PA
ALASMIDONTA HETERODON DWARF WEDGEMUSSEL Endangered Endangered Critically Imperiled
ALASMIDONTA UNDULATA TRIANGLE FLOATER Extirpated ? Threatened Vulnerable 
ALASMIDONTA VARICOSA BROOK FLOATER Endangered Endangered Imperiled
ANODONTA IMPLICATA ALEWIFE FLOATER Extremely Rare no data Extirpated ?
ELLIPTIO COMPLANATA EASTERN ELLIPTIO common common Secure
LAMPSILIS CARIOSA YELLOW LAMPMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Vulnerable 
LAMPSILIS RADIATA EASTERN LAMPMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Imperiled
LASMIGONA SUBVIRIDIS GREEN FLOATER no data Endangered Imperiled
LEPTODEA OCHRACEA TIDEWATER MUCKET Endangered Threatened Extirpated ?
LIGUMIA NASUTA EASTERN PONDMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Critically Imperiled
MARGARITIFERA MARGARITIFERA EASTERN PEARLSHELL no data no data Imperiled
PYGANODON CATARACTA EASTERN FLOATER no data no data Vulnerable 
STROPHITUS UNDULATUS SQUAWFOOT Extremely Rare Species of Concern Apparently Secure

State Conservation Status

Patchy, Impaired Extirpated Rare 

Delaware River Basin 



•  



•  1919 Since  
 1996 

Source: Technical Report for the Delaware Estuary and River Basin, PDE, 2012 



Culprits 

Habitat Degradation 

Water 
Quality 

Photo by D. Kreeger 

Unstable Bottoms 
Stormwater 

Loss of Fish Hosts 
Reduced Riparian Canopy 



Source: Technical Report for the Delaware Estuary and River Basin, PDE, 2012 

 
↑  Precipitation  
↑  Flooding 
↑  Temperature 
↑  Salinity 
 
 

Fall Precipitation (Anomoly) 

Freshwater Mussel – Future Challenges 
Kreeger 



  
Scientific Name Scientific Name DE NJ PA
ALASMIDONTA HETERODON DWARF WEDGEMUSSEL Endangered Endangered Critically Imperiled
ALASMIDONTA UNDULATA TRIANGLE FLOATER Extirpated ? Threatened Vulnerable 
ALASMIDONTA VARICOSA BROOK FLOATER Endangered Endangered Imperiled
ANODONTA IMPLICATA ALEWIFE FLOATER Extremely Rare no data Extirpated ?
ELLIPTIO COMPLANATA EASTERN ELLIPTIO common common Secure
LAMPSILIS CARIOSA YELLOW LAMPMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Vulnerable 
LAMPSILIS RADIATA EASTERN LAMPMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Imperiled
LASMIGONA SUBVIRIDIS GREEN FLOATER no data Endangered Imperiled
LEPTODEA OCHRACEA TIDEWATER MUCKET Endangered Threatened Extirpated ?
LIGUMIA NASUTA EASTERN PONDMUSSEL Endangered Threatened Critically Imperiled
MARGARITIFERA MARGARITIFERA EASTERN PEARLSHELL no data no data Imperiled
PYGANODON CATARACTA EASTERN FLOATER no data no data Vulnerable 
STROPHITUS UNDULATUS SQUAWFOOT Extremely Rare Species of Concern Apparently Secure

State Conservation Status

Patchy, Impaired 

Elliptio complanata 

Rare 

Strophitus undulatus 

Extirpated 

Alasmidonta heterodon 

 

  
 
 

Bivalve Projections – FW Mussels 
Shifting Species Ranges, But No Dispersal 

Kreeger 



Why Care ? 



CTUIR Freshwater Mussel Project 

Nature’s Benefits 
 
Bivalve Shellfish are 
“Ecosystem Engineers” 

Kreeger 

Oyster Reefs 

Mussel Beds 



1.  Structural Ecology 
↑ Habitat Complexity 

2.  Functional Ecology 
↓ Suspended Particulates 

↓ Particulate N, P 
↑ Light reaching bottom 

↑ Sediment Enrichment 

Stabilize Bottoms 

Ecosystem Services 
Benefits to People 
And the Environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This covers some of the same topics as the last slide so I would not use both.



Start 

8 adult mussels No mussels 

Biofiltration Potential 

Slide from Dick Neves, VA Tech 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As voracious filter-feeders, bivalves also can improve or maintain water quality.  



Later 
8 adult mussels No mussels 

Slide from Dick Neves, VA Tech 

Biofiltration Potential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See the effect.  There are many other benefits that I don’t have time to cover.  But since PDE is a clean water organization, this particular role is what we’re focused mostly on in our shellfish restoration efforts.



Map from The Brandywine River Conservancy 

→ 

Example 1: 
 

Brandywine River 

Estimated Removal = 7.1 %  

Filter >25 metric tons dry 
suspended solids per year 

Data from Kreeger, 2006  

~500,000 Elliptio complanata  
in 6-mile reach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For my first case study, I’ll show some data from a study I’ve had in the Brandywine River, near the PA/DE line.  Although we think there were once seven species of native unionid mussels in these smaller rivers of the upper estuary, I’ve only been able to find one left in the Brandywine, which is the common Elliptio complanata.



Example 2: 
 

Tidal Delaware River 

 
6 species, two that were 
believed locally extinct 

2008-2009 Discoveries 
 
Millions of mussels 

IM
PO

R
TA

N
C

E 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For my first case study, I’ll show some data from a study I’ve had in the Brandywine River, near the PA/DE line.  Although we think there were once seven species of native unionid mussels in these smaller rivers of the upper estuary, I’ve only been able to find one left in the Brandywine, which is the common Elliptio complanata.



Physiologically-Based  
Water Filtration Estimate 

  

  

=72.6 metric tons dry TSS per year 

Bed  
Clearance  

Rate 

TSS Filtration 

(L hr -1  g    
DTW -1 ) 

 (gal day -1  

g DTW -1 ) 
(gal day -1 ) 

(kg DW  
day -1 ) 

Site 1 4,230 23,163 74,210 411,867 7.8 

Site 2 18,648 477,389 992,074 5,506,008 104.2 

Site 3 13,983 256,560 241,151 1,338,387 25.3 

Site 4 35,525 1,662,570 586,163 3,253,202 61.6 

Total 72,386 2,419,682 1,893,597 10,509,464 198.9 

0.875 5.55 

Location 
Area  
(m 2 ) 

Number Tissue  
Weight  (g) 

Clearance Rate  

  

Values updated from:  PDE Report 13-02. http://delawareestuary.org/node/203 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
300 billion gallons in system 70 billion L/h ~= 17.5 billion gal/h17.5 / 300 = 5.83 % of volume per hrVolume processed (potentially) every 17 hr.



Elliptio complanata 

    4.3 Billion Elliptio  
    2.9 Million kg Dry Tissue Weight  
 
 = 9.8 Billion Liters per Hour 

DRB Water Processing Estimate 



Delaware 
Bay  
Oyster  
Reefs 

2.0 Billion Crassostrea (Powell, 2003 data) 
Mean size = 0.87 g dry tissue weight (DK data) 
Clearance Rate = 6.5 L h-1 g-1(Newell et al 2005) 

= 11.2 Billion Liters per Hour 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Predictions serve as common group of “drivers” to workgroups considering vulnerabilities, impacts to future conditions.



Geukensia demissa 
Ribbed Mussels in 
Salt Marshes 

  208,000 per hectare on average 
   10.5 Billion Geukensia 
   Clearance Rate = 5.1 L h-1 g-1 (DK data) 
   11.7 Million Kilos Dry Tissue Weight (DK) 

= 59.0 Billion Liters per Hour 



Shellfish Vulnerability 

DRBC 
Oysters 

Freshwater Mussels 

Marine Mussels 
Losing Habitat 

Imperiled 

Salt water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So when we consider the effects of climate change, it will just be added insult to injury. Similar to coastal wetlands, the effects on bivalves will vary depending on where they live.- Up in the streams and rivers, fw mussels are the most imperiled of all animals and plants, and flooding, interspersed with too low water conditions, higher temperatures, and other factors will make it even more difficultFor marine mussels that live in our abundant marshes, they are the most important filterers at the basin scale.  But the loss of the marshes just discussed, poses their biggest threatFinally, our delicious DE Bay oysters are threatened by saltwater increases, because the oysters are impacted by Asian diseases that are favored in warmer, saltier water.  The diseases do not affect people, but they kill oysters aplenty.



The Far Side by Gary Larson 

What Can We Do? 
The End? 



 
 
 
 Shellplanting for Oysters 

Propagate and 
Reintroduce 

Riparian Restoration 

Fish Passage Restoration 

 
Water Quality & Flow  
Management 
 

•    

Monitoring & 
Research 

Living Shorelines 

Tactics and Solutions Exist 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Predictions serve as common group of “drivers” to workgroups considering vulnerabilities, impacts to future conditions.



FWM Strategy 
Activity Areas 

http://delawareestuary.org/node/202 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you know that PDE is promoting watershed-wide shellfish restoration:Fw mussels in non-tidal tribsRibbed mussels along intertidal fringeOysters subtidal



Restoration for the Future = Climate Adaptation 
 

Kreeger 

Headwaters to Sea  
 

1.  Non-tidal 
2.  Intertidal 
3.  Subtidal 

81 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- At PDE, we’re spearheading a holistic, watershed-wide shellfish restoration strategy that seeks to rebuild native bivalve populations everywhere that they can still survive, with our main goal of preserving and improving clean water.



DRBC 

Desired Watershed Condition: 
A diverse and robust assemblage of native 
bivalves living in abundance in all available 
tidal and non-tidal ecological niches and 
providing maximum possible benefits and 
climate resilience. 

Kreeger 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like this but not sure it fits

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.carnegiemnh.org/mollusks/images/biv_mar/1a18.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.carnegiemnh.org/mollusks/classes/biv_mar1.htm&h=402&w=550&sz=60&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=VV_UpB2QjXoSEM:&tbnh=97&tbnw=133&prev=/images?q=mya+arenaria&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&sa=N
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://nas.er.usgs.gov/XIMAGESERVERX/2005/20051116105410.JPG&imgrefurl=http://nas.er.usgs.gov/queries/FactSheet.asp?speciesID=99&h=319&w=600&sz=23&hl=en&start=3&tbnid=1RxVZndFPafJmM:&tbnh=72&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q=rangia+cuneata&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.conchology.be/images/Label/330000tb/335149.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.conchology.be/fr/availableshells/searchresultsgallery.php?family=CULTELLIDAE&h=125&w=125&sz=2&hl=en&start=35&tbnid=cmYMXzLnD09AkM:&tbnh=90&tbnw=90&prev=/images?q=Ensis+directus&start=20&ndsp=20&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&sa=N
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.frdc.com.au/images/23220001.photo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.frdc.com.au/species.php?f=219&v=f&h=205&w=350&sz=7&hl=en&start=45&tbnid=Vk_KfceATlwW7M:&tbnh=70&tbnw=120&prev=/images?q=mytilus+edulis&start=40&ndsp=20&svnum=10&hl=en&lr=&sa=N


2007 

Recognize  
Problem 

2010 

Assess 
Vulnerability 
& Prioritize  
Solutions 

2012 

Track Change 

Actions 

Nature’s Benefits:  Clean Water, Climate Resilience  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although scientists have been concerned about climate change now for decades, only recently has there been funding and widespread interest to begin to think carefully about what it will mean for people and natural resources at the regional and local scales.  At PDE, we began to highlight the growing concerns in 2007, focusing on natural resources as per our mission. For several years after, we used best possible scientific methods to examine the vulnerability of key natural resources and begin identify and prioritize possible actions that might be taken to help sustain these resources.  In 2010 we completed a report on these results, which is available via our website.More recently, we have been working to test some of these “adaptation tactics”, and we have also been working to translate the findings and build awareness and support for taking action through our “Weathering Change” initiative. And this summer, we’re producing a new State of the Estuary report that includes tracking measures for climate change – there will be a large technical report and a public-friendly version later this summer.



Website slides are from the Delaware Shorebird Project 
and the Horseshoe Crab Conservation Network 

Other Issues      e.g., species disconnects 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://greensleeves.typepad.com/berkshires/images/2007/06/26/full_moon_3.jpg&imgrefurl=http://greensleeves.typepad.com/berkshires/genealogy/index.html&h=272&w=200&sz=21&hl=en&start=56&tbnid=_WVFBEZ3LQ3SGM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=83&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dhorseshoe%2Bcrab%2Bfull%2Bmoon%26start%3D40%26gbv%3D2%26ndsp%3D20%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DN


 

•Dredging 

•Ecological Flows 

•Withdrawals 

•Development 

•Gas Drilling 

•Emerging Pollutants 

•Spills 

•Land Use Change 

Climate Change +  Other Changes 

Added Complexity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last point I’d like to make is that we should not just think of climate change alone, as if it is a problem that is discrete. The effects of climate change on people and our natural resources are likely to be exacerbated by ongoing and expanding development, population growth, and system alterations. For example, a deeper channel will increase the tidal volume, likely bringing more saltwater up the estuary and increasing our tidal range.  More water withdrawals for industry will mean less fw to buffer the saltwater.  And the added salt from sea level rise will dwarf any increase in precipitation.  So we must take these changes together in our planning, or we’re likely to miss the mark in our planning.



Investment in Delaware Valley Lags 

http://delawareestuary.org/science_programs_state_of_the_estuary_treb.asp 

Natural 
Infrastructure 
 
= High ROI 



Take Home Messages 
•  Not all changes will be bad, but many more losers than winners 
 

•  Need a Paradigm Shift: “restore” for the future rather than the past,  
              and expect dynamic rather than static conditions 
 

•  Adaptation requires investment to protect lives and livelihoods  
 

•  Proactive investment today will save money in the long term due to  
             compounding of ecosystem services 
 

•  Adaptation is underway but hampered by funding, especially here 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To conclude, it’s important to be clear that climate change will have a silver lining for a subset of our natural resources.  The longer growing season could be beneficial for some forms of agriculture, for example. But on balance, most environmental conditions are expected to be degraded.Investments in sustaining natural resources must be strategic, since every dollar is precious.  Traditional management paradigms that seek to go back in time are likely to be unsuccessful for many key resources.Smart investments in adaptation are likely to be profitable in the long run because of the ecological compounding that can be gained, compared to the higher costs of water treatment, flood damages, and lost industries if we allow these resources to continue to degrade.Environmental investment in the DE River Basin is extremely low compared to other great American watersheds, whether calculated per capita or per basin area.  We can do better!



for more Info: 
http://www.delawareestuary.org/Science_Programs  
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